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Ray Blue()
 
From San Diego, California. Artist, music-lover, poet, writer. Synchronizing
poetry and lyrics style to the changing world. I hope I made your heart sing to
these words. Thank you for visiting my page. Don't forget to embrace the fire.
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Life A Remake
 
Sandstorm and rain
This house of pain
Thunder and lightning
Our world is changing
The smell of betrayal
Cold lips of denial
Drinking the bitter taste
Of fate, all lost and waste
I break
I quake
I made more mistakes
I take
I overtake
And dream of this life some remake.
 
Submerging in cold sweat
Yourself inside a roulette
We are indeed so naive
Guts just under your sleeve
Find salvation in hemisphere
Of spiraling atmosphere
Synapse of raw fears
Plasma, blood and tears
I'm awake
I ached
I avoid the same mistakes
I retake
I undertake
And prayed for this life's better remake.
 
The smell of gunpowder
The smell of greed and power
Alleys, valley of the shadows
Of death and see tomorrow
The unborn destiny of our own
Finding way back home
Many had fallen
But never be forgotten
I partake
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I shake
I keep making mistakes
I retake
I undertake
And made this life for remake.
 
Emerge from darkness
Heal this blindness
Madness, just beat down
Going for another round
Freedom has its price
The one reason is sacrifice
God save us from harm's way
Until we see the light of day
I break
I quake
I learned from these mistakes
I retake
I undertake
And made this life a beautiful remake.
 
Few will find
True courage and light
Of wisdom to save the future.
 
Ray Blue
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Once
 
Our love is like a rose,
Thriving in beauty and sacrifice
 
If once in time,
Dream of you and I
Naive and shy,
Hard to get through
Going on without you
Tell me why it's hard to forget,
When hearts being left always at the sunset
If love is entwine,
So shine a light
For you going back in time,
And here in the light you shine
 
The years had taught us,
That only love will last
 
If this rain will clear
Will you dry these tears?
And here in the darkest hour,
The flower will find
She is loved and not alone anymore
 
And she found love above the clouds,
If once this dream so true
I'll be glad for you
Now that your heart found happiness,
These sweetest leaves of time
Once if the love was only mine,
Once upon a time.
 
Ray Blue
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